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Memory of elastic collisions drives high
minority spin and oscillatory entropy in
underdamped chiral spinners

Check for updates

Shengkai Li1,2,8, Trung V. Phan3,8, Gao Wang4,5, Ramzi Khuri6, Jared W. Wilson1, Robert H. Austin 1 &
Liyu Liu7

Inertial underdamped collisions preserve the memory of physical parameters that existed before the
collision, leading to phenomena usually unseen in overdamped systems. Here we probe the less
studied inertial chiralmatterwith spinners onanair table.Weshowhere theemergenceof high levels of
spin for a minority of (+) handed spinners in the presence of a majority of (−) handed spinners (vice
versa). This deep violation of equipartition occurs due to the inertial (memory preserving) nature of
elastic collisions between underdamped translating and rotating objects. Underdamped spinners of
the same spin sign annihilate their spins when they elastically collide, transferring their spin angular
momentum into orbital angular momentum, while oppositely handed spinners tend to preserve their
individual spin levels, leading to the pumping of minority spinners to high spin levels. Entropy
production and the flow of entropy in this underdamped system are also counter-intuitive, showing
dramatic oscillations in time.

Underdamped active matter describes collections of driven objects that
collide but do not immediately lose their individual momenta (both rota-
tional and translational) before subsequent collisions. Underdamping of the
vector momenta (inertia) results in the vector momenta being carried for-
ward irreversibly in time to the next collision, a memory of what happened.
Such time-irreversible motions give rise to quite complex, difficult to
compute yet very important phenomena1. In the case of the Navier-Stokes
equation the emergence of turbulence is due to the non-linear convection
ð v!�∇Þ v!, very much an area of current active research2. In spite of their
importance, typically in active matter work inertial effects are ignored
because the scale of the motions studied can be at low Reynolds numbers
where motions are time-reversible3,4 and the difficulty of projecting
forward in time subsequent collisions carrying memory of the past colli-
sions. Because of the importance of inertia in many forms of active matter,
time-irreversible active matter dynamics have gained attention5. Inertial
memory effects have been found to induce phenomena unseen in over-
damped systems, including enhancement of motility-induced phase
separations6,7, enhanced diffusion8, and stochastic dynamics9. Many studies
of inertial active matter have been concerned with linear inertial momenta

dynamics, less attention has been paid to rotational (chiral) inertial
underdamped aspects in elastic collisions10. Since even chiral active over-
damped matter has been found to exhibit rich collective behavior11–13,
we explore here experimentally how inertial spin-orbital/angular momen-
tum coupling can give rise to unexpected phenomena not seen in
overdamped systems14.

We consider the dynamics of a collection of translating and spinning
objects (spinners) whose collisions are almost elastic and whose motion is
highly underdamped, so that the kinetic results of the collisions are carried
forward in time, hence subsequent motions have memory of previous
motions. The relative spin handedness of the colliding spinners further
alters the memory of their previous motions in unusual ways. More con-
cretely, spin is a vector S

!
defined as the localized angular momentum due

to rotation of an object around its center of mass, S
!¼ $

Icm ω!, where ω! is
the spin vector of the object, and

$
Icm is themoment of inertia tensor around

the center of mass. Orbital angular momentum L
!

o is due to the rotation of
the center of mass of an object with velocity v! around some abstract fixed
point a distance r! from the center ofmass of an object: Lo ¼ m r!× v!. In
the case of inertial (elastic and underdamped) collisions, total angular
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momentum L
!¼ L

!
o þ S

!
is conserved but it is redistributed between the

spin S
!

andorbital angularmomenta L
!

o.When themotion of the spinners
is underdamped, the final motion of two interacting spinners is strongly
influenced by this redistribution of spin and orbital angular momentum.
While collective behaviors of spinners have been extensively studied1,15–18

and found with interesting phenomena such as odd elasticity11,12 and
odd viscosity13, less attention has been paid to underdamped spinners
than overdamped spinners. Perhaps the work closest to underdamped
spinners is that ofWorkamp et al.19 which does involve spinners that, while
externally driven, are underdamped. To investigate the role of inertia in
internally-driven spinners, here we introduce spinners with an explicit
coupling between the spin and orbital angular momentum which drives
fundamental processes such as spin pumping and entropy oscillations, not
seen in19.

In our case, each spinner generates its spin internally by on-board air
blowers (see SupplementaryNotes 1 and 2 for details), rather than be driven
passively via highhydrodynamic drag of an externalfield, and thus the usual
hydrodynamic approximations cannotbe applied toour system.Further,we
couple as strongly as possible spin-spin interactions during collisions using
sharp teeth. Lastly, the flipping of spins in collisions is one of the aspects of
our system that differs from previous work.

Our work is a mixture of experiment, theory, and simulation. There
have been pioneering simulation studies of active spinners at very high
densities20, and pioneering experiments in biological collective dynamics
which are overdamped have seen some of the phenomena we observe
here21,22, our experiments reveal phenomena neither predicted nor seen in
these earlier studies.

Results
We achieved low damping by floating internally driven rotational
discs (our spinners, 7 cm in diameter) on a rectangular air table (56
cm × 76 cm). The teeth of our spinners were offset from the taut wire
of the boundary of the table, so that collisions of the spinners with
the taught wire were highly elastic in terms of center of mass kinetic
energy and did not change spin rates. Instead of using passive
structures converting upward air into self rotation23,24, here energy is
fed into the system in two ways: (1) via incoherent drive via the
turbulent air flow of the air table; (2) directly and locally by constant
torque spin drive on each disc by opposing battery powered air
blowers on each disc. The spin degrees of freedom are coupled to
orbital degrees of freedom in collisions via teeth on the perimeters of
the discs. Teeth-teeth interactions provide for strong coupling in
collisions between spinners in a rather non-intuitive manner
depending on the relative signs of the spin vectors of the colliding
spinners. We call a counterclockwise (CCW) spinner having+ spin,
and a clockwise (CW) spinner having −spin.

Colliding spinners with the same sign of spin vector after a collision
have tangential velocity vectors which are opposed in sign converting spin
angular momentum into orbital angular momentum, annihilating their
spins. This transfer of spin momentum into oppositely directed orbital
angular momentum, since the outgoing velocities are at right angles to the
incoming velocities this kind of energy transfer is somewhat analogous in
semiconductors to theHall effect. Thesemomenta perpendicular to theflow
of spinners resemble the electric charges trying tomoveperpendicular to the
current in the classical Hall effect.

However, collisions between spinners of opposite sign tend tomaintain
their spin vectors since the tangential velocity vectors of the teeth are in the
same direction and transfer little rotational energy into orbital angular
momentum13,25, exiting after a collision elastically with flipped input velo-
cities and no change in spin. See Fig. 1 for a pictorial description of the
process in the case of parallel spin vector collisions.

The above comments are for directhead-on collisionswith zero impact
parameters. We have derived the spin interchange averaged over all impact
parameters b for a two-body spinner collision in Supplementary Note 3.
When the initial angular velocities of the two colliding spinners are ω1 and

ω2, the exiting angular velocities ω0
1 and ω0

2, respectively, are

ω0
1 � ω1 ¼ ω0

2 � ω2 ¼ �β ω1 þ ω2

� �
: ð1Þ

whereR,M, and I are the radius,mass, andmoment of inertia of an spinner.
β = 1/2(1+ I/MR2) < 1/2. Figure 2 shows experimental measurements of
the rotational changes in collisions and the theoretical prediction. While
there is noise in the data giving variances from the theory, the major take-
away from this is that 1. the negative correlations in++ and−− cases show
annihilation of spin for same-sign collisions. 2. the smaller magnitude
of+− interactions shows there is small or no change of spin for opposite-
sign collisions.We will discuss these later in detail and show Eq. (1) leads to
features of the collective motion.

Eq. (1) and the impact of spin-spin interactions for parallel spins has
unexpected predictions which we exploited in the following 3 experiments.

Experiment 1: Spin Pumping of Minority Handedness
If both spinners have the same sign for the initial spin (a++ collision) they
lose spin angular momentum which gets converted to orbital angular
momentum, while spinners of the opposite sign (a+− collision) maintain
spin angular momentum depending on the relative magnitudes of the
angular velocities, with zero loss if ω1 =−ω2. Thus, a lone down (for
example) spinner in a population of all up spinners on average maintains a
greater spin (and spin kinetic energy) due to the less loss of spin in up-down
collisions (see Fig. 3). This we call minority spin pumping.

The phenomenon of minority spin pumping is subtle. In addition to
the simple case where spins have comparable magnitudes (∣ω1∣ ≈ ∣ω2∣), in
cases where one spin magnitude is much smaller than the other, Eq. (1)
shows that the spinnerwitha larger spinwill transfer its spin to the other one
with a much smaller spin, but will flip the smaller spin sign. For instance,
when spinner 1 having spin+Ω collides with spinner 2 having spin ϵ≪Ω,
spinner 1 transfers 3/8Ω to spinner 2, leaving itself with+ 5/8Ω and flips
spinner 2 to− 3/8Ω. Thus, spin re-distributions in sign are rather complex
and non-intuitive, and highly dependent on the initial spin levels of the
colliding spinners.

The phenomena of minority spin-pumping is experimentally seen in
Fig. 4 (particularly Fig. 4b). Experimentswere carried out as a functionof the
density of the spinners on the air table (Fig. 4a). At low spinner densitymost
collisions are binary in nature and Eq. (1) can be used to predict the amount
of transfer of spin angularmomentum,which is constantly beingpumped in
by the tangentially configured blowers, into orbital angular momentum by
collisions.

We applied both theory and simulation to understand these phe-
nomena.Conservation of angularmomentum is the fundamental physics of
the collision as shown by Eq. (1), which is in good agreement with data of
collisions extracted from experiments (see Fig. 4d). Based on this, we can
create an inertia-dominated toy-model which allows us to write down the
equation of rotational motion for each spinner.

d
dt
hω± i≈

N ± � 1
N � 1

� β hω± i þ hω± i
� �

τ

� �

þ N∓

N � 1
� β hω± i þ hω∓i

� �
τ

� �
±

R
Γω ± ðtÞdt

τ

����
hω± i

ð2Þ

Here, the first and second terms in Eq. (2) are the angular velocity
decrease and change from same-spin andopposite-spin collisions. The third
term is the angular velocity picked upbetween the collisionswhere ± Γω±

¼
± γ 1∓ ω ±

Ω

� �
is the external torque from the blowers and air drag. τ is the

characteristic collision time. γ is the torque from the blower. (γ/Ω)ω± is the
rotational air drag. The measurement of these constants can be found in
Fig. S5 of the supplementary document.

After time-averaging many collisions for all spinners in each species,
the steady-state solution to Eq. (2) leads to the estimation for the average
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spinning velocity 〈ω±〉 from the population number N±:

hω± i ¼ ±Ω×
α αþ 3N � 2� 2N ±

� �
ðαþ 2N � 2Þðαþ N � 2Þ ; ð3Þ

where α depends on the inertial properties of the spinners and the driving
torques generated by the air-blowers, and Ω is the maximum spin angular
velocity the spinners can possibly be. For a fixed value of N then 〈ω±〉
monotonically decreases asN± increases: theminoritywill always spin faster
than the majority. As shown in Fig. 4c, this model matches with experi-
mental observations. Simulations using parameters measured from
experiments also showed agreement with the results on energy and mixing
dynamics’ dependence on the spin ratio (Fig. S15). Our simulation shows
that the concave geometry alone can generate the tangential interaction
between spinners without using friction as a substitute in simulation26. As
expected, after we remove all dissipative forces (orbital and rotational
aerodynamic drag) and energy injection (rotational torque from the air
blowers on the spinners), the orbital and rotational energies show equi-
partition in the simulation (see part B of the Supplementary Note 7 and
Supplementary Movie 5).

Emergent spin currents are observed.Thedifference between collisions
of the same- and opposite-handedness spinner pairs creates different
emergent spin rate distributions and spatial currents depending on the ratio
between the left-handed and right-handed spinners. The concave-down
behavior of the total rotational energy centered at n+ = 1/2 and the

asymmetry of the orbital energies as functions of species populations (see
Fig. 4) can be captured by crude estimations:

Eall;rot / Ω2ϕ�2 1� 3 1=2� nþ
� �2h i

; ð4Þ

E ± ;orb / ð3� 2n ± Þ2 þ E� �
n ± ð5Þ

where n± =N±/N = 1− n∓, ϕ is the area fraction (Aspinners/Aarena), and E is
the normalized variance of translational energy. See Supplementary Note 4
for details.

Figure 4 shows the rotational and orbital energy/spinner for
N =N++N−= 18 spinners as a function of the n+ in steady state.We stress
several key points of these data. (1) Clearly at extrema/minima values of n+
localization of the spin energy in the minority fraction is very clear; (2) At
extrema/minimavalues ofn+ thehigh rotational energy of theminority spin
substantially deducts rotational energy from the overall per spinner average
rotational energy; (3) The average translational energy of the system per
spinner is close to 1/10 the average rotational energy of the spinners,
agreeing with the finding by Nguyen et al27 at ϕ = 0.16, the density of the
experiment in Fig. 4; (4) At extrema/minima values of n+ the spin-pumped
spinners also extract translational energy from the spinners. Given the
mirror symmetry, physical quantities including the kinetic energies should
be symmetric about n+ = 1/2 since an n+ = n0 experiment is amirror image
of an n− = n0 (i.e. n+ = 1− n0) experiment. While this symmetry is also

Fig. 1 | Basics of the spinners. a Air ejected from
two blowers on the sides of the geared discs in
opposite directions rotates a spinner (7 cm in dia-
meter) floating on an air table. A tracker with a
binary barcode mounted at the top of the spinner
tracks its rotation and translation. Blue and red are
used for CCW and CW spinners respectively. A
bumper (a plastic dish) at the bottom elevates the
spinner to avoid collision between the boundary
wire and the blowers. b Two spinners with the same
spins repel each other due to the opposite motion of
gear teeth. From the collision, rotation is converted
into oppositely directed translation motion with
spin angular momentum converted into orbital
angular momentum. c Two spinners with opposite
spins have teeth motion in the same direction. See
Supplementary Movie 1 for sample collisions.
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confirmed in simulation (Fig. 4e, f), slight mechanical asymmetry due to
the height difference of the battery between+ spinner and− spinner
(about 1 cm) leads to a small deviation from symmetry in experiments.
Simulations further show the features above also hold for systems with
large N. In an arena doubling both the width and length of the smaller
one used in the experiment, spinners quadrupled in number retaining
the same area fractionϕ = 0.16 show that the dependence of kinetic energies
on the spin ratio remains very close to that of the smaller system. See
Supplementary Note 7 and Fig. S16 of the supplementary document for
details.

Experiment 2: Spatial Entropy Oscillation and Mixing Times
An interesting aspect of strong spin-spin interactions is the dependence of
the spatial flow ofmixing (positional) entropy on the net handedness of the
mixture of spinners (Fig. 5). Since there is a directed (Hall) flow of energy
from collisions of parallel spins to translational energy, there should be a
strong dependence of spatial entropic mixing times on the net handedness
of the spinner mixture, and a net generation of vorticity at interface
boundaries between spin populations.

Note that all our spinners are identical (other than the sign of their
torque drive) but distinguishable due to the code written on each one.
Mixing entropy was computed by tracking individual spinners as to their
position in the upper u and bottom b position over time, where we divided
our spinners by their position in theupperu andbottomb regionof the table
starting at t = t0. Instead of using a full description of microstates which
would lead to the full entropy, here we use a partition of two subsystems to
highlight the global characteristics. The positional entropy change S of an
ensemble of spinners at a given time is then given by:

Sðt0 ! tÞ ¼ � puu ln p
u
u þ pbu ln p

b
u þ pbb ln p

b
b þ pub ln p

u
b

� � ð6Þ

where puu is the probability of finding a spinner originally in the up location
still in theup location at time t,pbu is the cross probability offinding a spinner
originally in upper location now in the bottom location, etc. At t =∞ for a
uniformmixture Sðt0 ! 1Þ ¼ Smax ¼ 4× � ½0:5 lnð0:5Þ� ¼ 2 ln 2,while
at t = t0, S(t0→ t0) = 0 since all the cross probabilities are 0. In terms of
microstates prescribed by Suu × S

b
u × S

b
b × S

u
b where the sets S correspond to

the four types of spinners introduced above, among the states prescribed by
the number of spinners in each set N ¼ fNu

u;N
b
u;N

b
b;N

u
bg, state N = {N/4,

N/4,N/4,N/4} has themostmicrostates and is the state the experiments gets
to, either monotonically or oscillatorily.

Entropy change S(τ) wasmeasured bymarking the spinners in the two
sides of the arena (Fig. 5a, Supplementary Movie 3) and sampling over
increasingly separated in time placements of the spinners:

SðτÞ ¼ hSðti ! ti þ τÞii: ð7Þ

We evaluated the difference between the entropy change S(τ) and its
maximum Smax at a steady state after cutting the initial transient part when
the air table gas jets are activated.

S(τ) generally increases with time as is expected for mixing (Fig. 5b).
However, when the spinner density is high enough, we see oscillations in
S(τ) with time indicating the emergence of vorticity during mixing. This
emergence of vorticity is most dramatic when all the spinners are parallel to
each other, resulting in the transfer of the net global spin to a global net
orbital angular momentum so that a circulation of the spinners transiently
exists. This edge current at the outer boundary (see Fig. 5d for the current) is
also observed in other systems with rotating objects28–30. These oscillations
do not appear for balanced initial spin states (Fig. 5e). For the 36-spinner
experiments (area fractionϕ = 0.32), the spin ratio interval forno-oscillation

Fig. 3 | Spin flips for binary collisions. Panels a and b show the ratios between the
spins after (ω0

i) and before (ωi) the collisions using Eq. (1) for the two spinners of
concern, 1 and 2, respectively. They show that when ω1 ≈ ω2 (around the diagonal),
both spins drop significantly (ω0

i=ωi ≪ 1) after the collision and can be flipped (red
region); when ω1 ≈− ω2, both spins mostly retain their spins (ω0

i=ωi ≈ 1) after the
collision.

Fig. 2 | Collision rules. Change of angular velocity of both spinners is proportional
to the sum of both velocities before collision (Eq. (1)). Here Δω ¼ ω0 � ω uses the
average of both spinners Δω = (Δω1+ Δω2)/2. The black theory line uses measured
mechanical constant β ~3/8 measured (see Supplementary Note 346). The color dots
show the result from104 collision events in experiments. The red, cyan, and blue dots
show the −−, +−, and ++ collisions respectively.
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is ∣n+− 1/2∣ <Δ ≈ 1/4 (Fig. 5f). For the 18-spinner experiments (area
fraction ϕ = 0.16), Δ is almost 1/2. We show how the oscillation of the
mixing entropy can emerge in Supplementary Note 5 and that the oscilla-
tion’s dependence on area fraction ϕ and spin ratio n+ =N+/N retains for
larger N in Supplementary Note 7 and Fig. S17.

Another result is that the characteristic mixing time Tmix for the
entropy change to relax to the maximum value peaks at even spin mixtures
and is lowest when the spinners only have one species (Fig. 5c inset). This
implies that initial even mixed spin states evolve more slowly presumably
because little spin energy is transferred into translational orbital energy for
anti-parallel collisions. Further, as the spin ratio n+ approaches the region
where the increase of mixing entropy does not oscillate, the number of
vortices increases substantially from 1 (one unique global circulation) while
the overall vorticity remains neutral since the positive vortices pair with the
negative vortices23. The positions of the vortices move over time and vary
over different experiments. These features are also observed in simulations
(Fig. S5). Once the spin ratio n+ is within the critical ratio, the vortices are
muchmore local andmotile, presumably slowing down themixing process.
We posit a two-species generalization of the field theory of spinners26,28,31

could further explore the criticality of the spin ratio, and whether the non-
monotonic increase of entropy persists for thermodynamic limit. The
entropy oscillation reveals that in this system time-dependent mixing
kinetics is like an “annealing” process for the entire system,which optimizes
the spatial configurations of the spinners inside.

Experiment 3: Spin frustration
The influence of topology and spinner placement is informative. In a simple
example of how topology and edge state placement greatly change the
spinner dynamics, we placed 4 spinners within a floating circle of inner
diameterD equal to6 spinner radii, such thatwhile the spinners could rotate
under the applied blower torque and translate enough to freely collide, they
could not exchange center of mass positions (see Fig. 6a). Under those
conditions there are only two possible topologies for a zero net spin col-
lective: 2 spinners side by side of like spin, or diagonally opposed.

The spinner dynamics became quite different because in the side-by-
side topology++ spin annihilating collisions are allowed and thus spin

kinetic energy is transferred to orbital kinetic energy, while in the diagonally
opposed configuration only+− spin collisions are allowed, and thus high
spin angular momenta should occur since the loss of spin kinetic energy is
minimized. Figure 6c shows this to be the case: the parallel topology on
average has low spin kinetic energy with a power-law-like probability dis-
tribution function, while the diagonal topology has a steady state of high
spin kinetic energy with a peaked probability distribution function.

The floating confining ring can act as a transmission connecting spin
dynamics within the ring to external rings so that in principle our spinner
can become a scale-free fractal hierarchical structure by connecting to every
increasing sized toothed rings. As a first-step demonstration of this, in
Fig. 6b we observe that the floating ring dynamics are strongly determined
by the topology of the spinners containedwithin the ring. The intermittency
of observed rotational energies (Fig. 6d) indicates that this geometrically
confined system of spinners is in frustration32–34, as there exists no steady
state. As the ring is slightly slacker than what will make all the spinners
frustrated at the same time, only two or three spinners out of the four
frustrate each other at the same time, leaving the other one or two charging
up the spin and rotating the external ring for a short interval of time. This
small but systematic net effect leads to intermittent bursts of the ring
rotation and consequently the net rotation. We study other possible
arrangements of 4 spinners in Supplementary Note 6, and also give an
example of a scale-free fractal gear design there. Future studies would
include designs of fractal gears in more levels, which would bring more
complex and interesting spatial-temporal dynamics.

Conclusion
Our findings show how energy and entropy flow through the spin and
orbital degrees of freedom via spin-dependent interactions when a system
has memory. We discovered a spin-pumping mechanism that focuses spin
kinetic energy on the spinner species with the smaller population number.
Further, we observed the emergence of vorticity in the mixing entropy.

The inertial spinner swarm introduced here exhibits phenomena
beyond conventional statistical mechanics27,35,36 and poses many unsolved
puzzles in number theory and classicalmathematics37,38. In regards to fractal
spinner39, these chiral agents could provide a “gearbox”40,41 whose mode

Fig. 4 | Effects from the spin-up/spin-down
population ratio. a Three typical mixtures of the up
and down spinners. b The evolution of self spin in
spin-down dominant, even mixed, and spin-up
dominant cases. The blue and red curves show the
self-spin temporal evolution of all 18 spinners. See
SupplementaryMovie 2 for samplemovies. cOrbital
(open dots) and rotational energies (solid dots) per
spinner averaged over time for various spin mixture
ratios over 18 spinners. Blue and red curves show the
energies of the spin-up (CCW, blue) and the spin-
down (CW, red) respectively while the black curve
shows the overall statistics. d Measured spin rate
(error bars) compared with theory (Eq. (3), solid
lines) using parameters Ω = 32 rad/s and α = 6
measured from individual spinners (see Supple-
mentary Note 3). Panels e and f are the simulation
counterparts of panels c and d. See Supplementary
Movie 6 for videos.
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could be switched with a programmable36 configuration of spins (Fig. 6b).
Since each of the spinners is individually driven by battery-driven blowers,
installation of active computational and sensor technology in each spinner
will allow for the emergence of a fully interactive swarm of agents with
memories of the past and physics predictions of the future42,43.

Methods
Experiment setup
The spinners consist of toothed acrylic discs which are laser-cut to have 24
teeth. The spinners were driven by two oppositely directed blowers
(SUNON UB3-500B), driven at 3.7 volts by a LiIon 400 mA-hr
battery (Adafruit 3898). The battery was sandwiched between two of the
toothed discs, so that change in handedness of the spin could be accom-
plished by an inversion of the disc. A 60mm-diameter plastic Petri dish
(FalconPlastics)wasused to lift the toothedwheel so that the close-to-elastic
collisions with the taut wire of the air table did not involve the teeth. Each
spinner has a mass of 0.025 kg, and amoment of inertia about the center of
mass of 1.02 × 10−5 kg m2. See Supplementary Note 2 for measurement
details.

The air table that floats the spinners is an Ealing Precision Air Table
made by Boreal Science. It had honeycomb cores providing excellent
strength and stability and a surface flatness of ± .025 cm. A steel wire
bumper on the circumference kept the spinners bouncing off from the
arena’s boundary. Leveling screws on the three feet beneath the air table
were used to adjust the levelness of the table.

An iPhone camera running at 30 frames/sec was used to take con-
tinuous movies of the dynamics of the spinner active matter. A bar code
imprintedon the topof each spinner allowedus tokeep track of the center of
mass positions of individual spinners versus time, measure rotation of the
bar code about the center ofmass, andmeasure the spin angularmomentum
of each spinner as a function of time. To ensure the consistency of the
rotational driving torque, wemade sure the batteries did not runmore than
30 minutes after being charged to full capacity.

Simulation
In the simulations, each spinnerwas subjected to a collision force and torque
from another spinner Fcoll, τcoll, translational drag force
Ftransdrag ¼ �ηv ¼ �η_r, rotational driving torque τdrive ¼ sjτ

0
drive from the

blowers on spinner where sj = 1 for+ spinners and sj =− 1 for− spinners,
rotational drag torque τrotdrag ¼ �ηφ _φ, air current flow Fair, and collision
force from the boundaryFwall. The parameters were determined fromdirect
and indirect physical measurement as listed in Table 1.

For the spinner-spinner collision force, each spinner was modeled as
line segments connected one to another. It used the exact geometry of the
physical spinners. The spinner-spinner interactionwas evaluated as the sum
of all pairwise interactions between the line segments of the two spinners. In
this work, each spinner had 24 teeth and 24 × 4 = 96 line segments.
Therefore, there were 962 pairs of line-line interactions to sum up for two
spinners. The line-line interaction used the spring-dash model, which
regarded the strain as the virtual overlap of the two line segments

Fig. 5 | Entropy change. a To evaluate the entropy change in time τ, we mark
spinners on both sides (lower part in green circles as an example here) at the
beginning of a time interval and evaluate the entropy change after τ. One can find
many such evolutions with time interval τ. We average the ensemble of these
intervals for the entropy change S(τ). See Supplementary Movie 3 for visualization.
b Entropy change approaches maximum over time for 36 spinners. The blue,
orange, yellow, and purple curves show the results for two repetitions of
N+:N− = 36: 0, one example of N+: N− = 6:30 and 18:18, respectively. The decay
time for the incipient drop is used as the characteristic time for mixing (Tmix). c.
Entropy changes over time for 18 spinners. The blue and orange curves show one
example of N+: N− = 9: 9 and 1:17, respectively. Inset: Mixing time dependence on

the spin ratio for both densities. d Time-averaged velocity of spinners for pure-
bottom-spin, even, and pure-upper-spin collectives for 36-spinner collectives over
500 seconds. eThree distinct phases of the spinner collectives depending on the spin
ratio and area fraction. The boundary of phases is determined by the sharp tran-
sition of dephasing time from simulation. f The black and green curves show the
dephasing time (Tdephase, the characteristic time for the oscillation part of entropy
increase to decay) and the number of emergent vortices at different spin ratios for
36-spinner collectives. The error bars and solid dots show the simulation and
experiment, respectively. The phase boundary in e uses Tdephase = 10 s as shown by
crosses.
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Fcoll ¼ ðksδ þ kdδvnÞn̂, where vn was the relative velocity projected in the
normal direction n̂ and δ was the deformation of the spinner segments. ks
and kd were phenomenological parameters such that the coefficient of
restitution and the collision pattern Δω =− β(ω1+ω2) matches with the
experiment. In the simulation, we used ks = 104 N/m, kd = 2 × 105 N s/m2.
For the collision force exerted by the wall, we neglected the damping such
that Fwall ¼ ksδ n̂ where n̂ points inward the arena. In summary, the

dynamic equations for integration read

m€rj ¼ �η_rj þ Fcoll;j þ Fair;j þ Fwall;j ð8Þ

I€φj ¼ sjτdrive � ηφ _φj þ τcoll;j: ð9Þ
The simulation code was first developed in MATLAB for visual con-

venience and then manually compiled into C++ for efficiency. The
numerical schemeusedansymplectic integrator, thevelocity-Verletmethod44

to reduce accumulated numerical errors. The time step used 10−4 second
considering the largest Jacobian related to the collision was ~104 second−1 as
we chose the collision elasticity to be 104 N/m. The elasticity was phenom-
enological and yet physically realistic such that the collision result was
insensitive to the elasticity value, given the order of magnitude is ~104 N/m.

As a test, we evaluated a simulation at equilibrium conditions (without
air current force, rotational or translationdragor drive)where 18non-active
spinners started with pure translational motion. Over time, a portion of
translational energy gradually converted to rotational (spin) energy and
eventually showed equipartition in rotational (1 degree of freedom) and
translational energy (2 degrees of freedom), i.e. 12mhv2i ii=2 ¼ 1

2 Ihω2
i ii=145. It

is an interesting feature that with concave geometry, there can be a tan-
gential interaction without dissipative forces26.

For more details of the simulation, see Supplementary Note 7.

Data availability
Supplementary movies 1 to 6 are available. Experiment data are available at
zenodo.org/records/10899899.

Code availability
Code to evaluate the experiment data is available at zenodo.org/records/
10899899.
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